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charlie chaplin is a legend, known and 
loved all over the planet. his positive aura 

continues to shine on the world – the very 
world he portrayed through his comic and 
human vision. The Tramp, his iconic character, 
has brought, and continues to bring laughter 
to millions of people. situated between lake 
and mountain, chaplin’s world By Grévin is an 

entertaining museum designed to plunge you 
into the private and hollywood life of charlie 
chaplin, allowing you to discover both the man 
and the artist: charlie and the Tramp. Play 
among sets from his movies and make one of 
the most beautiful spots in the Riviera your 
own private paradise.

CHAPLIN’S WORLD 
ABSOLUTELY UNIQUE

CHAPLIN’S 
WORLD

Immerse yourself in the universe of 
Charl ie Chapl in and experience the 
emotion of encountering one of the 

greatest art ists of the 20th century. 

CHAPLIN 
IS BACK
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chaplin’s world By Grévin offers the 
rental of the entire site or certain 

areas for the organization of private 
receptions, events, and activities for 
individuals and companies. These events 
can be paired with museum visits.

PRestigious sPaces at the heaRt of 
a unique cultuRal destination foR:

PRofessional events including

presentations and assemblies

professional conferences

product launches

workshops and training sessions

Board meetings

festive and cultuRal events

company outings

catered events and cocktail parties

Galas

Birthdays

weddings

INFINITE 
POSSIBILITIES
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the ManoiR de Ban 

500 M²

family home

private living space

the studio 

1350 M²

new exhibition complex

chaplin’s oeuvre - hollywood

the PaRk

4 hectaRes

integrated into the museum visit

the Boutique

Built in what used to be chaplin’s garage,   the 

Boutique offers a variety of souvenirs 

the tRaMP 

café RestauRant

accessible without museum entry, The Tramp, 

ensconced in a chaplin-themed farm house, 

offers brasserie cuisine

open from 9:30am to 6:00pm & from 7pm for 

private events 

Museum visit 
with three landmark spaces

A SITE COvERINg
4 HECTARES

PRESENTATION OF
THE EvENTS SPACES

the studio

the PaRk

the ManoiR de Ban

ticketing – Boutique
WelcoMe

tRaMP faRM
RestauRant
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le studio

the tRaMP

for your evening events, the studio and its 
150-seats cinema provides a hollywood ambiance 
generating both laughter and emotion, steeped in 
the sets of mythic films.

enjoy a cocktail party with a unique atmosphere in 
easy street, The circus or hollywood Boulevard.

The Tramp, the chaplin’s world restaurant, 
can be rented out for the evening and is the 
perfect space for a relaxed cocktail party 
with a chaplin twist.

The Manoir offers a striking space, “les combles”, 
measuring 250m² and ideal for vip receptions, 
seminars, and meetings at any time.

les coMBles

Three spaces,  three 
atmospheres:

Le Manoir de Ban, 
Le Studio and The 

Tramp

WELCOME 
TO 

CHAPLIN’S 
WORLD!
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sites sPaces availaBility caPacity (MaX) size

The Manoir
de Ban

les combles any time (from 9:00am)
cocktails: 180
dining: 140
Meetings: 150

245m2

pergola
(patio of The Manoir) evenings (from 6:30pm) cocktails: 50 240m2

The sTudio
The cinema

evenings (from 6:30pm)

presentation: 150 240m2

easy street & The circus cocktails: 100 65m2 + 72m2

hollywood Boulevard  
& “silence on tourne”

cocktails: 250
dining: 60 156m2 + 185m2

The TraMp The chaplin’s world 
restaurant evenings (from 6:30pm) dining: 60

Buffet: 40 -

BACKSTAgE

Hollywood Boulevard
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This splendid manor house is listed as a 

swiss cultural treasure of national im-

portance. it was built in 1840 by architect 

philippe franel. experience the intimacy of 

this familial manor through the reconstruc-

tion of the principle rooms, in which char-

lie chaplin’s furniture and personal objects 

are displayed for the first time. discover 

countless souvenirs from the very full life of 

a citizen of switzerland and the world as the 

visit takes you through the major moments 

from chaplin’s final 25 years.

THE MANOIR: 
A SPACE RICH 

WITH 
EMOTION
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availability

capacity
Theater

150all day long

u

60

seminar

80

Banquet

140

cocktails

180 245m2 yes

size
natural 

light

located in the eaves of the legendary Manoir de 
Ban, this spacious and magnificent room, with 
its exposed beams and view over the lake, has a 
unique appeal.

during the day, with sunlight streaming in, this 
space is ideal for the organization of professional 
meetings, seminars, and workshops.

participants are stimulated by the aura of a 
legendary artist as they enjoy breathtaking 
vistas of lake Geneva.

in the evening, this room can be configured for 
either dinner or cocktail events.

“LES COMBLES” IN 
THE MANOIR DE BAN

les coMBles 
-
technical details & basic equipment available

 screen    projector    podium    Microphone
 sound system    wi-fi
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the PeRgola
-
technical details & basic equipment available

 wi-fi      
The Manoir du Ban’s pergola, the famous patio 
where chaplin hosted his prestigious guests, allows 
you to assemble your party in an intimate setting for 
cocktails with a magnificent view.

a 4-hectare park with centuries-old trees surrounds 
the Manoir, and offers guests a panorama of lake 
Geneva and the alps.

This space reflects the peace and tranquility chaplin 
was able to enjoy after moving to switzerland.

chaplin loved to admire the garden’s rich variety of 
ancient trees.

THE PERgOLA

availability

capacity
Theater

-from 6:30pm

u

-

seminar

-

Banquet

20

cocktails

50 - yes

size
natural 

light
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le studio, a purpose-built 1350m²    

structure, presents the entire cine-

matographic universe of the artist, actor, 

and director charlie chaplin.

 

The visit starts with a montage of images 

retracing chaplin’s life and work in parallel 

to the history of the 20th century, and then 

continues with a street right out of the set 

for easy street, featuring one of the most 

emblematic ambiances from his films.

 

chaplin really knew cities, and he always 

went to great lengths to produce authentic 

sets that were both geographic and sym-

bolic.

 

immerse yourself in hollywood!

THE STUDIO 
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By booking the 150-seat cinema outside 
visiting hours before 9:30am or after 
6:30pm, you will enjoy a projection room 
complete with a huge screen on which 
your guests can watch the presentations, 
projects, or films of your choice.

This room is equipped with the latest 
audiovisual technologies in order to meet 
the most demanding requirements.

after the screening, you can book others 
spaces in the studio to continue your 
event with a catered event or enjoy a 
private guided tour of the museum.

THE CINEMA

availability

capacity
Theater

150from 6:30pm

u

-

seminar

-

Banquet

-

cocktails

- 244m2 no

size
natural 

light

the cineMa 
-
technical details & basic equipment available

 screen    projector    podium    Microphone
 sound system    internet via cable
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situated on the ground floor of the studio, 
easy street and The circus spaces are ideal 
for convivial toasts and cocktail buffets.

These spaces can be booked in conjunction 
with the cinema, to which they are adjacent.
your guests will be surrounded by sets 

of the london streets from chaplin’s 
childhood and will enjoy the carnival 
ambiance of the circus.

screens immerse you in the ambiance of 
chaplin’s legendary films.

EASY STREET 
& THE CIRCUS

availability

capacity
Theater

-from 6:30pm

u

-

seminar

-

Banquet

-

cocktails

100 65m2

+ 72m2 
no

size
natural 

light

easy stReet & the ciRcus
-
technical details & basic equipment available

 podium    Microphone    sound system
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when you book the entire lower level 
of the studio, your guests will enjoy 
being transported for the evening to the 
chaplin studio in hollywood as well as 
being surrounded by the sets from some 
of his most emblematic movies.

hollywood Boulevard’s timeless, 
otherworldly feel makes it the ideal 
space for end-of-the-year parties or for 
impressive cocktail buffets.

HOLLYWOOD
BOULEvARD

availability

capacity
Theater

-from 6:30pm

u

-

seminar

-

Banquet

60* (on 

request)

cocktails

100 184m2 no

size
natural 

light

hollyWood BoulevaRd
-
technical details & basic equipment available

 podium    Microphone    sound system
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The farm, where the personnel work-

ing at the estate used to live, was                         

restored with its historic cladding and now 

welcomes the visitors in its new restaurant 

“The Tramp”.      

      

in the morning, the café offers tasty break-

fasts for early risers and delicious snacks 

after an emotionally rich visit.   

      

for the lunch, the Brasserie welcomes you 

in an authentic studio set to serve you  

quality dishes. in every ray of sunshine, our 

terrace welcomes you for your meals and 

aperitifs.

RESTAURANT 
THE TRAMP
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availability

capacity
Theater

-from 6:30pm

u

-

seminar

-

Buffet

40

seated 
dining

60

at the very heart of the chaplin’s world 
site, The Tramp restaurant guarantees a 
delicious voyage.

open on request in the evening for 
private events, The Tramp offers a menu 

especially crafted to follow upon your 
emotionally charged visit to the museum.
enjoy a convivial gourmet experience in a 
space that is 100% chaplin!

THE TRAMP

only accessible via stairs
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oPening houRs 
-
The site is open to the public every day from 10:00am to 6:00pm
closed 25 december 2016 and 1 January 2017

access & MaP 
-
route de fenil 2 – 1804 corsier-sur-vevey

By car
•	Motorway a9, vevey exit
•	230-place parking lot

By coach
•	2 drop-off spots
•	4 parking spaces 

By train and bus
•	sBB train: vevey train station
•	public bus 212 to the “chaplin” bus stop
•	for more information on train timetables: www.cff.ch 

the site is accessible to persons with reduced mobility

cff trainstation of  vevey

geneva
60 minutes

Montreux
15 minutes

Berne
60 minutes

lausanne
25 minutes

a1

a9

PRACTICAL
INFORMATION
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quotes & contacts 
Jessica Decosterd

Sabine Fourmy

Corporate Events Department

T: +41 21 903 01 23

T: +41 21 903 01 22

E: events@chaplinsworld.com 

By grévin sa
Route de Fenil 2

1804 Corsier-sur-vevey

Switzerland

www.chaplinsworld.com

Chaplin’s World™ © Bubbles Incorporated SA All Rights Reserved 

The exclusive world 
of chaplin for your evenTs
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